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Abstract:  

In recent history we have seen a number of States develop their indigenous industrial skills to a point suitable 

for the manufacture of nuclear components. Private individuals unbeknown to the State have then utilized this 

capability to supply directly into proliferation networks. To combat this possibility, a developing State must 

recognize the challenges that are raised by it’s emerging skills and take action to introduce measures that not 

only help the State identify proliferation activities but also ensure the national security of the State. One of 

those measures might be to develop a capability within the State to recognize and counter the activities of 

would-be-proliferators. In many States this capability is managed and applied through a dedicated counter-

proliferation unit that has strong links with border controls and customs organizations. A counter-proliferation 

unit, once established could show dramatic returns for a modest investment. The activities of such a Unit could 

save the State political embarrassment by hindering and narrowing the chances of unintentional proliferation 

activities. The Unit should not be introduced as part of a Safeguards agreement or as part of a non proliferation 

treaty. It should rather be established as an act by the State to protect and control its emerging technologies 

from being involved, willingly or unwittingly, in proliferation activities. This is a sovereign act of the State - 

solely for its benefit and should not be imposed by any external power. Today’s would-be-proliferators around 

the world cooperate and act together; similarly emerging counter-proliferation units should act and work 

together in order to be a step ahead of the proliferators. Improved world-wide cooperation should increase the 

detection rate of proliferation incidents which will in turn curtail the spread of nuclear weapons - for the 

benefit of all. 

 

1. Introduction 

The events of 11 September 2001 in the USA focused the attention of States on the importance of preventing 

the malicious use of nuclear material and technologies by terrorist and other non-State organizations. Other 

events, such as the public statement of Colonel Muammar al-Gaddafi on 19 December 2003, relinquishing 

Libya’s weapons of mass destruction (WMD) aspirations, showed how the A.Q. Khan related networks were 

working to supply Libya and others with uranium enrichment technology capable of producing weapons grade 

material. 

The latter event demonstrated that proliferation networks covertly preyed on the rapidly developing technical 

capabilities of States on the periphery of nuclear technology. A number of States suffered political and 

financial embarrassment from these activities and hence it is a logical progression for an emerging nuclear 

State
1
 to counter such incursions by establishing a capability to ensure sovereign security over rapidly 

developing advances in corporate sector nuclear capable technology. 

This paper discusses the experiences and issues around nuclear proliferation issues; and what steps a State 

might take to counter such incursions. 
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 An “emerging nuclear State” in the context of this paper is one that may have, or may-not-yet-have, a small number of 

nuclear facilities within is State boundaries; however the source technology has normally come from elsewhere. These 

States are aspiring to increase the level of nuclear involvement and may be looking to develop indigenous nuclear 

designing, manufacturing , building and operating capabilities 



 
 

2. Benefits of a dedicated counter-proliferation capability 

A complex set of issues surround the development or expansion of a new industrial base in any State including 

those of paramount importance relating to security, economy and political stability. However, both internal 

and international confidence, which stands above its apparent material worth, should also be taken into 

consideration. Confidence can easily be broken by a myriad of both preventable and unforeseen circumstances 

– some being financial as has been seen in the recent banking crisis - but some also stemming from 

commercial security. 

On the international side, knowledge of processes and manufacturing capabilities are often traded across 

international boundaries and are bound together by international agreements at both government and company 

level. Outsiders may be influenced by seeing commercial security contravened within a State - without 

appropriate action being taken. This may influence any decision to do business with such a State. This is 

particularly the case for States who are embarking on sensitive technologies like nuclear power. 

Consequently it may be prudent for a State to protect its developing knowledge from external threat which 

might reduce the possibility of any challenge to the viability of its industrial base. 

3. States at risk: 

Any State with a developed technical manufacturing infrastructure could become an inadvertent target for 

proliferation. There are a number of ways that a State might reduce or avoid exploitation by other, hence 

mitigating any resultant damage to its reputation and viability.  

3.1. Recruitment of unsuspecting companies to produce specially designed nuclear components 

Technical capabilities have improved considerably in recent decades. For example the easy access to 

modern machine tools have given a wider range of manufacturers the ability to produce large volumes 

of high precision nuclear related components.  

This was typified by the recruitment of a Malaysian company in the early 2000s to produce a total of 

140,000 items related to 14 types of static centrifuge components. These activities first came to light 

in October 2003 when a ship destined for Libya was intercepted. The ships inventory included five 

ISO containers full of centrifuge equipment. This event was widely reported and was a precursor to 

further discoveries in Libya following Libya’s declarations on the 19 December 2003 when it 

abandoned its WMD aspirations. 

The full scale of this particular event became clear when the USA, UK and the IAEA inspected 

Libyan nuclear facilities in late 2003 and found that Libya had received a considerable number of the 

parts required to build and support 10,000 centrifuges. The situation with the Malaysian company was 

complicated by interactions by members of the A.Q.Khan proliferation network, but the centrifuge 

parts that came from this company were specifically designed nuclear components that the company 

reportedly thought to be petrochemical or water treatment related - they had no idea that they were for 

nuclear use.  

This highlights a need for governments to take action to ensure that manufacturers are knowledgeable 

and tuned into the possibility that proliferators might dupe them into illicit actions. 

3.2. Inadvertent supply of commodity and other goods to proliferators 

More difficult to recognise are the components that have multiple uses, such as the valves, pipework 

and vacuum equipment, which were found in large quantities in Libya. The covert acquisition of 

commodity goods such as these is often only spotted by a manufacturer who recognises something 

suspicious in the enquiry or order – a suspicion that is often unconnected to the technical content of 

goods. 

3.3. Deliberate evasion of government control and regulations 

Another area of risk comes for those individuals and companies who wish to evade government 

control and regulations; by knowingly supplying into proliferation networks. Such examples were 

seen with two companies in South Africa. The processing infrastructure for a uranium enrichment 

plant was discovered in ISO containers concealed in the one of the companies’ factory located near to 

Johannesburg. Individuals associated with the companies undertook the detail design of the process 

from plans supplied through the network; they out-sourced the equipment necessary and also 

manufactured the vessels, pipework and frames to complete the facility. 



 
 

4. Developing a counter-proliferation capability 

Each State may have other preferences for the development of a counter-proliferation capability, but one 

proven arrangement could be to form a Unit comprised of an eclectic set of individuals with knowledge of 

the various technologies, customs issues, counter-proliferation and analysis techniques. 

The following steps are recommended for the development of such a capability: 

 Set up the capability with an appropriate authority and mandate. 

 Assign to it skilled personnel and locating it in the appropriate position in the governmental 

hierarchy. 

 Establish a mechanism to gathering information from industry and other sources, on who is 

covertly trying to acquire intellectual or physical technologies from within the State. 

 Establish an capability to analyse the data acquired to develop a picture of any threat to the State 

that might be occurring. This analysis might then be used to determine appropriate action by other 

organisations within the governmental chain. 

4.1. Setting up a counter-proliferation capability 
It is important that an appropriate model is used when developing a counter-proliferation capability. Even 

experienced and well developed States have problems with issues like competing Agencies and 

overlapping responsibilities which often leads to upward reporting of mixed and confusing messages, 

which in themselves required further analysis. The following recommendations are compiled from 

experiences of setting up a similar Unit within the IAEA. 

4.1.1. High level governmental mandate 

Initially there must be an appropriate mandate provided from a high government authority for the Unit 

to exist. There should be clear guidelines for its role and area of responsibility, including its interfaces 

with other government agencies.  

4.1.2. Appropriate skilled human resources 

The appropriate experiences might include: 

 Technical experts with broad knowledge of the nuclear fuel cycle 

 Experts with wide knowledge of the indigenous industry of the state  

 Customs, export control and trade officers 

 Interview experts 

 IT specialists 

The Unit must have or acquire knowledge of not-only the nuclear processes within the State, but also a 

general knowledge of other nuclear processes and also non-nuclear technologies where there is a 

significant technical overlap – they must be able to recognise when goods they are seeing could be 

part of a completely different technology – the micro processing industry being a typical example. 

They must have or acquire knowledge of export control lists, typically INFCIRC 254 parts 1 and 2 

used by the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) – even if the State does not apply these particular 

standards, they form the basis of export control in many other States. They must have or acquire a 

knowledge/experience of typical proliferation structures and mechanisms. These personnel should also 

possess the capability of information analysis and data comparison as well as techniques to 

networking patterns. These skills are essential in understanding and discovering proliferation nodes 

within a state. 

4.1.3. Appropriate location within the government 

The Unit must be placed in contact with the industrial base. Companies are usually the first to see 

attempts to acquire a capability through the procurement enquires made to them for goods or services. 

In our terms, an enquiry from an illicit source might be deemed a “suspicious enquiry”. 

4.1.4. Appropriate security and IT support 



 
 

Dedicated and secure analysis and data storage facilities – both electronic and physical must be 

provided. Advanced analytical tools must be made available to ensure that the potentially enormous 

amount of data being received is properly recorded, processed and analysed 

4.1.5. Appropriate ad-hoc technical support 

There needs to be access to other agencies within the State to obtain technical advice – whatever the 

recruited makeup of the team, there will inevitably be questions that are outside their experience. 

Contacts with universities and appropriate industry experts are extremely valuable. 

4.2. Gathering information 

Gathering information is a key aspect of a counter proliferation capability. Information may come from 

different sources, mostly directly from the industrial base, some may come through tip-offs. The industrial 

base is an extremely fruitful and reliable source which must be taken into consideration if a State is to 

make a meaningful effort to fight proliferation. Access to the industrial base of the state could be 

established through formalized activities like: 

 industry awareness seminars which should be designed to bring together susceptible industrial groups 

to educate them on the risks of proliferation, to give practical advice on how to recognise a suspicious 

enquiry and provide advice on what to do if they see such an enquiry. These seminars are a first-rate 

forum for industrial members to get together and discuss there products and aspirations; and also an 

excellent mechanism for government agencies to get a true appreciation of its industrial capabilities; 

 direct contact with companies that are willing to report any “suspicious procurement enquires” they 

see coming through their normal business processes. A mechanism should be set-up to gather 

information on these enquires from companies who are trained to recognize proliferation attempts. 

This mechanism can provide an early warning that a States industrial base is being targeted.  

4.3. Information analysis 

The rational for seeking suspicious procurement enquiries is based on a premise that there will inevitably 

be visible traces when entities tried to acquire goods and services in support of a covert nuclear weapons 

programme. This mechanism can be used to access pinch-points – however broad - where such traces 

might be found. Information received and combined with appropriate analysis could then provide early 

indication of covert nuclear weapons programmes.  

It is expected that the resultant responses will offer an opportunity to acquire uniquely sourced information 

relating to attempts to covertly acquire nuclear goods or services from a complete range of components, 

including those not appearing on export control lists
2
. Such information can often identify the middlemen 

involved and in some cases the intended end-user. The information obtained through this mechanism is 

complementary to that might be received through normal export licensing activities and can prove 

invaluable for both validating declarations made by others and looking for early indications of a 

weaponization activities.  

When analysing suspicious enquiry documents, attention should be given not only to the technical content 

of the enquiry,  but also to many other aspects that can indicate a suspicious enquiry, including the 

company being targeted, the contact data, presentation style and payment or delivery requirements should 

also be considered. 

Once the information is available it needs to be analysed and reported to the required authority within the 

state in a manner that contributes to the States security. 

5. Cooperation with international bodies 
Experience has shown it to be counter productive to work alone in this task. There are many States and 

international organizations, such as the IAEA, working on preventative counter-proliferation activities and 

these entities have established cooperative arrangements. Most of the States participating reside with the 

more established nuclear States, but such cooperation between developing or newly emerging nuclear 

states could provide an opportunity for the development of similar measures between these States. 

Developing States have a mutual interest in protecting their industry against proliferation, and have the 

need to establish a credible security response that will grow in parallel with the expansion of the their 
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 This is because we have regularly seen proliferators deliberately seeking high quality goods that are just under the line 

in terms of export control. 



 
 

nuclear industrial base. These states also share the mutual need for ensuring that their industry is not 

contributing, willingly or unwittingly, to a clandestine programme, even if located in another state.  

The IAEA has a Unit (SGIM-TTA) that is tasked with the detection of nuclear proliferation networks - as 

such it brings together and analyses information from many different States. Regular meeting between 

participating States are planned and organized by the IAEA and hence a partnership with this Unit could 

provide an excellent bridge between established and emerging nuclear States. This unit could provide help 

and guidance on the establishment of such capabilities within the developing states. 

6. Conclusion 

It is suggested herein that newly emerging States should increase their industrial security by establishing a 

counter-proliferation capability with the State. The capability described would be aimed at protecting the 

emerging nuclear related or nuclear capable industry from being involved, willingly or unwittingly, in 

weapons related programs or activities, either in the state out side it.  

These capabilities are to be established as sovereign measure of the state, and should not be regarded as part of 

any agreement or treaty. The capability should be the result of the state desire to protect its industry from 

being involved in proliferation related activities, thus increasing its credibility both nationally and 

internationally.  

Another suggestion is that States should consider communication and cooperation with other newly emerging 

States and international bodies to further increase the chance of detecting malicious attempt on industries 

within those States. 


